CLASS OF 2019
COACH MENTOR/SCHOLAR ASSIGNMENTS
& COLLEGE ACCEPTANCES

COACH MENTOR(S)  SCHOLAR: COLLEGE ACCEPTED
THERESA AUSTIN  LYSA GUAMAN: THE COLLEGE OF WESTCHESTER
TOM BATTISTONI/KATHY O'BRIEN  DAYANA OCHOA: MERCY COLLEGE
PILAR BUENAHORA/KATE BLUVAL  ODETTE ANDELIZ: MERCY COLLEGE
CRISTINA CEBALLOS/ CYNTHIA CHANG  ERIKA YUPANQUI: CORNELL UNIVERSITY
LANA FISHER  MENG BING LIN: SUNY - COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
                       AND FORESTRY
ELI GROENENDAAL/ CAROL POUCHIE  KEN KAMIYA: BARUCH COLLEGE
BETH HENDERSON/ DANIELLA MINI  ODALIS PALTIN: PACE UNIVERSITY
KATHERINE KANEKO  SHAYTE YANEZ: WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
JUDITH KELLER/ KAREN DORN  ANDREA ACOSTA: SUNY UALBANY
NOELLE MARDER  ANDREW TOLEDOANO: SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY - WSU FLORIDA
ANTHONY NAPOLI  DIEGO RIVERA: IONA COLLEGE
DEB O’GALLAGHER/ ELLEN SCHIAVONE  KELLY YUPANQUI: MERCY COLLEGE
PEGGY O'BRIEN/ MARGARET SHIPMAN  ASHLEY ALVAREZ: JOHN JAY COLLEGE
BRIAN PEREIRA  DANY ZAGAZETA: STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY
ANN HEEKIN  ALONDRA GAMEZ: IONA COLLEGE
NELSON SORES  SANTIAGO LOPEZ: HUNTER COLLEGE
MARIE VENEZIA  KATHLEEN ALLAIN: JOHN JAY COLLEGE